Spartan Athletic Booster Club Meeting Minutes
November 12, 2014

 Attendance: Ty Keffalus, Carlos Sanjur, Judy Tridico, Bryan Schemine, Chris
Winters, Carla Eighinger, Pat Dropsey, John Jerger, Diane Stewart, Sherri
Schlitt, Jeff Charette
 Carla opened with a prayer
 Treasurer report – Beginning balance-$56,330.31
Y-T-D revenue35,465.80
Y-T-D expense
(24,757.13)
Ending Balance
$67,038.98
Reverse Raffle made almost $10,700…a huge thanks to all who planned,
worked, and donated their time, talent, and money.
 Concessions- Spartan soccer field is now shut down and the popcorn
popper has been moved back to the Bob Fry
 Games Manager- nothing
 AD- nothing
 Old Business
1.Jeff Charette and Bryan Schemine heading up the Popcorn Machine
purchase. Approximate price of the machine with a warmer was $1,100.
Chris Winters moved to purchase and Pat Dropsey seconded. The purchase
was voted on and approved. The new machine will be in the gym and the
current one will be moved to Spartan Field.
2. Brian brought up the issue that last year, the concession stand ran out of
cold drinks on busy game nights. He asked if we could get a second cooler

in back as a backup. Other suggestions made were to look at frig space
upstairs or possibly just ice chest coolers for the backup drinks.
3. _____________________ asked if we could increase the price of hot
dogs. Chris W moved and Carla seconded. It was voted on and approved.
 Reverse Raffle1. Again the discussion was brought up if we continue this fundraiser.
Discussion followed and the following suggestions were made. Yes, it
should continue but the lighting was too bright and the venue felt too
much” like a gym.” Also changing it from a $10,000 raffle but more a
meet/mingle night with games, liquor raffles etc, and not have the
expense of a $100 ticket to draw more people in. Since 2009 attendance
has dropped, and a few faithful alums sell a big portion of the tickets. A
committee consisting of Chris W, Ty K, Carlos S, and Judy T was formed
to come up with a makeover for this fund raiser.
 New Business1. Pizza Suppliers: We currently use Marco Pizza- the owners are
parishioners. The charge is $8 per pizza with a $2.25 delivery charge.
Besta Fasta will charge the same $8 but no delivery fee. It was brought
up if we could change vendors. ?Dewayne? had the conversation last
year with Marco that if we stayed with them for 2-3 years, we might be
reimbursed some amount. Carla will research this and see if we have a
written contract with Marco. Either way, the concession stand said that
they needed to increase the amount of pizzas ordered and discussed
options to keep it warm.
2. Brian S is willing to coordinate concession stand workers for the boys
games.
3. _____________________will be coordinating workers for the girls
games.
4. Carla will get the supplies for the stand
5. We will continue to serve Menchies frozen yoguart

6. Golf Scramble- will be held potentially at the Woods with the possible
dates: first choice May 16, 2nd choice June 6. Cost depends on the
number of golfers but $28.50 includes cart and 18 holes. If we have 18
teams the cost is $23.50/person. This does not include catoring and we
must use the Woods caterer. The options would be :
-Chicken $13
-Pork chops $14
7. Tough Mudder will be May 9/10 with a venue change to now be at Mid
Ohio Race Track. They are planning on us working the beer tent again.

Carlos moved to end the meeting and Chris seconded. Next meeting will be Dec.
10 at 7pm in the St Claire room.

